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Lorrice Douglas’s ‘Interlude’ at Beacon: Lincolnshire 
 
By far and away the best piece in this year’s Beacon was Lorrice Douglas’s performance – given that I was 
not able to see the work of the other three performance artists, because a different performer performs 
each weekend, and I only went up to Lincolnshire for one of the four weekends of this show, which 
consisted of a coach tour round historic sites and old buildings in Lincolnshire, where artworks had been 
cunningly set up for our delectation and education. And for whatever other purpose art may have. This 
year’s Beacon, by its very structure – the coach trip – invited social interpretations.  
 
Douglas stood on a low table in a village hall, face to the corner, so still, and her face so hidden, that 
some viewers thought she was a mannequin, and that fitter Margaret Pracy, who was sewing the hem of 
her toile dress, was the artist. Meanwhile Mary Mackinder the local Methodist organist, played, over and 
over, ‘He Who would Valiant Be’ (a.k.a. ‘To be a Pilgrim’). Douglas has also been collaborating with 
costume historian Lindsey Homes. Douglas has an unusually strong physical presence. She told me, ‘I 
called it ‘Interlude’ because that’s how I see it – it’s not really a performance. I wanted to present a 
silhouette – a silhouette of the dress.’  
 
She is a perfectionist and this performance seemed to me perfect. It was elegantly constructed and 
showed attention to detail, including attention to the details of the context, and one had the feeling that 
something genuine and tense was driving it. It was tight, slightly uncanny, even oddly funny. It was loaded 
with a relaxed, unspent energy. And with a sense of meaning, even if the precise intentions were not 
certain: this in itself seemed to be part of the content.  
 
Two possible interpretations stood out. One social – the relation of servant and mistress (the piece 
evokes the past) or possibly of business woman and customer (a different proposition). And this 
ambiguity, which was a lucid ambiguity, means one read the piece as showing a kind of skeletal grammar 
of social relations. The other obvious reading of the work is as a picture of the waiting time and 
preparation for a performance – be it on stage, or social: a wedding, maybe, but at the least a public 
event. Maybe just a dance. In the end these lucid but floating possibilities for interpretation become the 
meaning of the piece.  
 
  
 


